
Missive- July, 2023 
 
What is a university or, in Indian parlance Vishwavidyalaya. Out of my common sense, since I 
am neither a linguist nor an entomologist, I prefer to define it as a space where one gets 
emotionally and spiritually linked with the world. This is a space where the feeling of being part 
of the universe is realized by having access to sources of knowledge which are points of coming 
together of learners across the world. There must be a caveat since universities are institutionally 
authorized to disseminate and also create opportunities for generating knowledge. 
Epistemologically, this is how a university is conceptualized: it is clearly the place where, by 
being interactive with the learners (through bartalap, to use an indigenous expression) the 
teachers prepare them for further responsibilities and also for developing a skill for challenging 
the derivative and established systems of knowledge for advancing and expanding the horizons 
of knowledge. Universities or places of debate for ascertaining or rejecting ideas, conceptual 
frameworks and mode of thinking etc., are integral to the development of human civilization. 
This is however not to suggest that universities are the sole custodians of knowledge because 
there are instances to demonstrate that knowledge is also created and transmitted in non-
institutional set-up.  
 
Universities are fora for change since rigidity is detrimental to the development of curiousity and 
unless one is inquisitive, the inspiration to explore the unknown will gradually die. Here, the role 
of teachers is equally critical  
 
What is most alarming is the politicization of universities. Politicization by itself is not desirable 
but its distorted version is both harmful and debilitating because it is reduced to a space to flex 
muscle by those who are physically stronger with support from outside. Here, it does not seem 
improper to define politicization: on the one hand, it means processes for acquainting and also 
preparing the students in the campus for helping the political activists to capture power. Hence, 
they tend to get involved in campaigns at the behest of many political parties with the hope of 
extracting their pound of flesh from them in case they succeed in winning power. They prefer to 
remain associated with those parties which, they think, are useful for fulfilling their partisan 
interests or politico-ideological objectives. Politicization has another connotation: it is also an 
expression which has a specific and a wider meaning. Politicization entails processes equipping 
students for participation in movements and campaigns for meaningfully transforming the 
prevalent inter-personal and inter-community socio-economic relationships. So, it is a design for 
radical changes in the available power-relationships in society. There are instances from the 
British era and also in its aftermath. The nationalists inspired the students across the country to 
take part in their battle against foreign hegemony. In independent India, many students from 
many campuses happily joined the Naxalbari Movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
Students who zealously took part in the campaign were drawn to the Maoist mode of replacing 
the exploitative society by an egalitarian system of human existence. Politicization is desirable 



and thus needs to be encouraged to ignite the learners in the campuses for being involved in 
movements for radical socio-economic changes.  
 
Contrary to what has been stated above, politicization in the province means expansion of 
authority of those who appear to enjoy time outside classrooms or laboratories as per their 
choice. Here, I would like to draw on my experiences as a teacher in Delhi University and Vice 
Chancellor of Visva-Bharati. In order to persuasively argue my point, I may draw on my 
experiences as a teacher in foreign universities. Instead of describing my experiences, I shall 
make my points which are specifically-general and generally-specific. Let me elaborate what I 
mean by this set of expressions. Here, I propose to highlight issues which campuses in India 
confront; so, they are general in character. There are certain specific issues which are peculiar to 
some of the campuses, including Visva-Bharati. Let me also add a disclaimer here. My purpose 
is not wash dirty linens in public, but to raise issues which are indicative of the problem areas 
and also to suggest probable modes of meaningfully addressing them.  
 
Political interference 
Our universities are worse victims of political interference by outside forces who are generally 
welcomed by few of the deviant students for advancing their personal agenda. It appears that 
they don't come to the university for academic pursuits, but for other purposes for which 
universities are a good platform. In fact, it will not be an exaggeration to suggest that universities 
are nurseries for evolving both good virtues and also partisan tendencies. In the past, especially 
during the era of freedom struggle and also those periods of history when students were ready to 
make supreme sacrifices for the mission. Now, I am a witness to changes in students' behaviour 
towards teachers though I don't blame them since today's students are tomorrow's teachers. So, 
how can one expect different behavioural traits by those who were encouraged to express their 
anger to their gurus not in a very decent manner. Once these students become teachers, that they 
will not be treated with respect by their students is too obvious to require further elaboration.  
 
Vice Chancellors are punching bags for the students, teachers,members of non-teaching staff, 
ministries and other stakeholders. In Visva-Bharati, students in connivance with a select group of 
teachers are hardly hesitant to adopt policies which are not civilized but bordering on barbarism. 
Some of the students who concentrate on activities which are likely to give them dividends are 
generally guided by some of the members of Visva-Bharati's academic community with 
unreliable credentials. The so-called mentors who are several thousand miles away from creative 
research derive immense pleasure since it gives them an opportunity to fruitfully utilize their 
time. So, it was a nexus that, by drawing on each other, thrive in the campus. The circle remains 
incomplete so long as political forces outside stay away. As soon as they join, the miscreants 
receive extra energy for fulfilling their exclusive objectives. They generally triumph since they 
hardly face an opposition because most of the students who join a university prefer not to oppose 
them because it means loss of time, energy and also their mental peace. The unholy congregation 



and the absence of opposition complemented by the indifference of most of the teachers, 
students, non-teaching staff members and other stakeholders. The situation, thus emerged, is not 
exclusive to Visva-Bharati but across the country.  
Why is Visva-Bharati always in the media? 
There is no denying that Visva-Bharati is always in the news by default. There are many young 
souls who, for their survival, turn into journalists; most of them are not journalists, unfortunately. 
Hence, they tend to pick inputs to make their stories sensational and hence will attract readers 
and hence will enhance the TRP of the newspaper or TV channel with which they are associated 
for a regular flow of pecuniary benefits. In a state where there is dearth of fruitful employment, 
such an effort is praiseworthy. But, the tendency to become an expert of writing stories for 
TABLOIDS does not seem to be a healthy practice in case they would like to be a journalists in 
the real sense of the term. Sometimes, they also pay the price by being deviant from the 
established code of conduct for them. In early 2023, a budding journalist was kicked out by the 
media house because of her/his involvement in nefarious activities which resulted in defaming 
the employer. The entire team of his/her colleagues was just removed along with the kingpin. 
But, this is a rare instance. I understand the predicament of the so-called journalists. They know 
that if their story is accepted by the media house, their kitchen will function. So, even hearsay 
warrants their attention. Visva-Bharati is a marketable name. Even if the Vice Chancellor, while 
going to office, takes a different route that immediately becomes the plot of a story. And, those 
who select stories for public consumption at the higher echelon do not seem to apply their mind 
while discharging their assigned duties. It is unfortunate although this is what is prevailing in 
West Bengal and especially among those who survive on stories linked with Visva-Bharati. This 
is more so perhaps due to the fact that Visva-Bharati is that holy cow which also provides 
livelihood to those who do not bother about morality and do not also consider that the existence 
of Visva-Bharati is required to be maintained for their survival with at least two meals a day. 
Nobody deserves to be blamed because given the dearth of proper means of livelihood, these 
young men and women appear to have learnt instinctively what the readers want and they file 
those stories which will increase the sale of the newspapers or will enhance the viewers in visual 
media. The result is, of course, disastrous because it (a) consolidates the foundation of yellow 
journalism and consequently weakens the possibility of the growth of healthy journalism and (b) 
ends up with creating generation of readers who are misfed with inputs which are neither 
intellectually challenging nor helpful in building sound minds capable of questioning what is 
socially undesirable.  
 
Visva-Bharati is a victim of practices undertaken by those who claim themselves as journalists. 
How to reverse the trend is a million dollar question since it has evolved over many years. The 
so-called journalists, in order to please those who are kind enough to offer them a regular income 
and the local chieftains who save them from being distributed, gradually turned them to cater to 
what helps them derive maximum dividends. My experience with them during my tenure as Vice 
Chancellor of Visva-Bharati confirms that there is no point in expecting that the nature of 



journalism will change soon because media houses are governed by those business tycoons who 
thrive by serving the political bosses of the day. One may attribute this to the overall moral 
decadence of human beings across the countries. Perhaps, it is so. Nonetheless, it is a matter of 
universal concern that the decline of bold and truthful journalism is also a manifestation of 
overall moral dwarfing of social beings. Unless, it is arrested, the future of humanity does not 
seem to be anything but bleak.  
 
NIRF Ranking 
Despite very very marginal improvement in Visva-Bharati's ranking in the NIRF ranking, the 
detractors began hurling abuse at the Vice Chancellor as if he is responsible for this decline. 
Since they are not not stupids given the fact that they get jobs through a duly constituted 
selection committee comprising experts in the field of studies. The NIRF ranking is decided 
primarily on the academic performance of the faculties of the academic departments which 
means that the academic contributions of faculties associated with fifty seven departments (in 
eight faculties) are taken into account to fix the ranking in the chart. The critics are aware of this 
because they are not so stupid. Primarily the academic achievements count in deciding the rank 
of the academic institutions. One of the criteria is the availability of infrastructure to ascertain 
that the learners do confront serious difficulties in the classrooms, departments, libraries and 
other places which they need for the pursuit of their assigned degrees.  
 
What is most disappointing is that Visva-Bharati obtained ZERO in so far as filing of patent is 
concerned. The scene is appalling because Visva-Bharati has been getting since ranking began 
although it has many self- proclaimed great academics in its payroll. Those associated with 
science department should ponder seriously on this issue. Furthermore, there are departments 
where teachers are reluctant to supervise doctoral students because it means extra work which 
also hard work and extra time with the learners. Visva-Bharati has got less points in so far as 
admittance of foreign students. As it is no longer as attractive university as in the past, the 
university does not have many students from abroad. Our university has about nearly 400 foreign 
students who are mainly from Bangladesh; we get students from our neighbouring country 
because Indian Council of Cultural Relations provide support those selected students from 
Bangladesh and other SAARC countries. Here, Visva-Bharati is handicapped. As everybody 
knows, including the stupid critic, without university's academic prowess, it is difficult to draw 
foreign students who prefer to go for those institutions which give them access to teaching by 
quality teachers; which make them feel proud because they know that not only do they get good 
training, they also become marketable in the job market. Apart from a handful of departments, it 
is very unfortunate that our students do not get jobs as per what they gain by pursuing a 
particular course of studies. It is also true that Visva-Bharati has taken onto itself the 
responsibility of spreading education to many first generation learners which requires that 
teachers should be more sensitive to thst aspect of pedagogy helping these students address their 
weaknesses soon. The sooner it is done, the better for the university.  



 
My purpose is not blame the faculty members, but to sensitive them that mere abuse to the Vice 
Chancellor will lead them nowhere except it will bring bad name to those who involved in these 
nefarious activities despite being indebted to the university in several ways. The adminstration 
cannot be held responsible. Those associated with dissemination of knowledge out of a fat 
monthly salary are required to be more respectful to their responsibility. The teachers in Science 
Faculty should focus on their research more than what they are doing now. Teachers in Social 
Science departments need to reorinent themselves in such a way so that not only will they be 
exposed to the new vistas of knowledge but also be adequately equipped to inspire the taught. 
Let add to the narrative by sharing my experience as chairman of many Selection Committees. I 
am sorry to admit that many of our faculties appear to be negligent of basics of any area of 
specialization. For instance, a colleague who claims himself to be a Marxist, does not know that 
Karl Marx wrote Eighteentg Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, Class War in France or Civil War in 
France although this gentleman is an expert in writing long letters to the highest authorities of the 
country identifing the self-concocted lacunas of the university authorities. I was shocked when I 
find that not many are not acquainted with even Tagore's creative literary texts or innovative 
essays. What is worth referring here is also the fact that those who come for the interview claim 
that they read most of Tagore's texts; that they were lying was proved when they were asked 
question on novels other than Ghate Baire (1916) and Gora (1910) presumably they are taught as 
part of the syllabi. I remember one instance when a professor with dubious reputation asked me a 
question by searching for Tagore's writings in his mobile phone. Despite his abortive search, he 
asked me a question which I don't want repeat to expose his awful academic standard 
notwithstanding his sustained claim that he was trained by one of the best minds in Social 
Sciences. There is another teacher who, in his late 40s failed to complete his doctoral studies 
despite many futile attempts. What is unfortunate is if they don't get their promotion to a higher 
position they put the blame on others. Perhaps due to the fact that candidates are assessed by the 
best minds of the country, they don't qualify to be promoted. The disqualified candidates never 
take it as a challenge that failure is the pillar of success. Or, failure is a pathway to achievement. 
It is also unfortunate that our students are deprived of teaching by good teachers in many 
departments. The prevalent administration has taken up this matter seriously and hopefully, the 
future will prove that the effort is not futile.  
 
As Vice Chancellor of this great academic seat of learning associated with a great son of Bharat 
Mata, the 1913 Nobel laureate in literature, Rabindranath Tagore, I assure my colleagues that 
nothing is insurmountable. What is required to be done is to work hard to make oneself visible; it 
cannot be achieved by writing long emails to the highest authorities of the countries, but to spend 
that time in productive research. We need to get patients, we need to prepare our students for 
being employable which will not only Visva-Bharati globally visible but also make us proud for 
being helpful in reaching such an exalted height by being trained in this great institution. 
 



One has reasons to rejoice a bit because when many universities have lost their earlier rankings 
and slipped down to much lower ranks, Visva-Bharati has gone up by one rank with there points 
than what it obtained in 2022. This is not a great achievement, I admit. Nonetheless, it is 
indicative of an upward trend. We know where we are lacking and by addressing the weaknesses 
as a collective, we will surely improve our ranking in no time. What we need is a mindset 
without rancour and enmity. Those in administration, including the Vice Chancellor are not here 
to trouble thosecwho are associated with this great seat of learning; they are here as facilitators. 
There should be a collective clamour that this is our university and it is our duty to save the 
campus due to politicization. A Vice Chancellor is appointed for a term of five years and if he is 
forced to be engaged in fire fighting for most of his productive time, who will be the losers is too 
obvious to need elaboration. There are so many universities in the country. If one makes a survey 
of the role of the faculty members and other stakeholders in defaming university on the basis of 
stories published or publicized through visual media, our university will have the first rank 
because there are many who enjoy in doing this harakiri. This also affects ranking because there 
is column of public perception for which point is awarded. Given the negative publicity of 
Visva-Bharati by our colleagues and other stakeholders, it does not exaggerating to suggest that 
we cut the branches of the same tree which gives us shade during our rainy days.  
 
The above text is not, at all, directed to absolve the administration of the share of degradation. 
The Vice Chancellor is just a cog in the machine, called Visva-Bharati which is also known for 
wrong reasons: here the Tagore's Nobel medal is stolen; Vice Chancellors were either 
incarcerated or dismissed due to serious charges of violating the core conduct of conduct; 
students were implicated because they submitted false marksheets; a teacher continued to teach 
student for nearly five years who lacked the basic qualifications, many teachers are still in the 
rader of the Ministry of Education as they were appointed without fulfilling the eligibility 
criteria. Does it mean that this is end of the road for Visva-Bharati? Not at all. In view of the fact 
that it was founded by a great humanist, Gurudev Tagore and governed by illustrious Indians 
who made their mark in the academia by generating knowledge for humanity as a whole and it 
stood out by the quality of teachers and many learners who became globally reputed. This phase 
is one of temporary lull and Visva-Bharati will rise as phoenix sooner or later.  
 
Let me end this section by Tagore's own words which he wrote in a letter to Mahatma Gandhi on 
2 February, 1940. The bard defined Visva-Bharati as the cargo of the vessel that carries his 
treasure of life. He requested Gandhiji to safeguard this cargo. He also hoped that his 
countrymen would realize the importance of keeping the cargo in tact also to advance the 
available knowledge by drawing on what the cargo contained. Gandhiji in his reply on 19 
February, 1940 assured his help although he was not sure whether he was well-equipped to 
undertake this feat. Nonetheless, he, by requesting the first premier of India, Jawaharlal Nehru, 
to make it an Institution of National Importantance in 1951 which was accordingly made. We are 
carrying a rich legacy. Our responsibility is now to avoid mudslinging or washing dirty linens in 



public but to get involved in constructive works for making Visva-Bharati the most sought after 
university in the world. This is possible, in other words, by upholding the core values of 
humanity - care, concern, compassion and empathy - which Gurudev espoused throughout his 
creative career in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
 
University is a collective venture encouraging measures to take it forward for fulfilling its 
primary goals of generation and dissemination of knowledge. Since universities represent an 
effort being undertaken by many, they also develop a design for collectivisation or togetherness 
which means that by being involved in a venture, many with different socio-cultural views work 
together for identical objectives. This is the fundamental principle. In practice, this is however 
not the case unfortunately. Gurudev Tagore confronted adverse circumstances while being 
engaged in building Visva-Bharati; he was abused, hurt and humiliated by many of his 
associates, presumably they failed to attain their personalized aims. Many of his creative texts 
bear testimony to this. His only son, Rathindranath Tagore was not spared when he was 
nominated by the Chancellor, India's Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru. Being unable to 
complete his term of five years, he left the campus with tears as we now know. Many Vice 
Chancellors who followed him faced the same fate. There are Vice Chancellors who admitted 
how a majority of miscreants joined hands with one another for destroying this great institution. 
One of the former Vice Chancellors told me that he was shocked when he was abused by chosen 
expletives by the faculty members, members of the non-teaching staff, students and also so-
called Ashramites. He is no more and unfortunately he just started to write about his experience 
of being Visva-Bharati's Vice Chancellor and his worldly existence was suddenly stopped. Out 
of my experience, I have identified why those who claim that they are for Visva-Bharati are 
annoyed or upset with the Vice Chancellor and his/her team. Fundamental to their wrath is their 
inability to make unlawful gain. If the Vice Chancellor succumbs to their whimsical demands 
which are mainly in the nature of illegal expectations, s/he will have no problem so long as s/he 
holds the office. But, as soon his/her term comes to an end, s/he is subject to harassment as s/he 
violated rules and regulations to buy peace. Now, a former Vice Chancellor is going to pay the 
price soon if the highest authority implicates him on the basis of a CBI enquiry. As the situation 
now, he was interrogated by the CBI and the charges were established. No exception was made 
when I joined the hot seat of power at Visva-Bharati. After my honeymoon period was over 
which lasted only for six months   (although for others, it was, I am told, for three years), the 
detractors started taking out their fangs; it was, for obvious reasons, most disturbing but Gandhi's 
message that one should stand against the miscreants gave me courage and he became a core 
source of my indomitable spirit: no surrender to these pseudo Tagore bhakt. By being respectful 
to the university statutes and laws of the land, it was impossible for me to accept their demands 
which are couched in a language of seeking to satisfy ILLEGAL DESIRES. of one group or the 
other. Then, I realized why my teacher told me that Bidyut, Visva-Bharati is a troubled water. In 
view of my samskaras, unflinching determination and my unconditional faith in the views and 
deeds of the Mahatma when he fought colonial hegemony and prevalent socio-cultural 



prejudices, I prepared myself to withstand the stone throwing affecting me adversely both 
mentally and physically. The outcome was known to me. These miscreants raised the demands 
that the Vice Chancellor should step down or he should be dismissed as their many email 
communications (which they publicized in the SUN(published in Britain) type tabloids making 
money by resorting to yellow journalism) demonstrate. But, I am about to finish my term of five 
years. Now, their demand is different and the future will show whether they will succeed in 
achieving their nefarious objectives.  
 
My purpose is not to express my resentment but to create an atmosphere of bonhomie in the 
campus regardless of differences of opinion since those who survive on pecuniary benefits from 
Visva-Bharati nurture the same goal. Now, our institution is the only WORLD HERITAGE 
ACADEMIC CENTRE (although the official announcement is yet to be made) as per UNESCO, 
we have to redesign our mode of behaviour and interaction with one another. It is true that 
getting this tag was not possible by one's deeds; many contributed to this great achievement. We 
owe a great deal to them who enunciated the idea. We also acknowledge those in the Ministry of 
Culture and Ministry of Education and, of course, the PMO have helped us. I put on record my 
gratitude and the entire Visva-Bharati Parivar to our hon'ble Chancellor, Shri Narendra Modi for 
his sustained guidance to us to take this cargo of Tagore's innovative universalist thinking 
forward. The tag of World Heritage University would have remained elusive had he not taken 
personal initiative along with his cabinet colleagues in the ministry of education, culture and 
other ministries. Now, we need to work hard to retain this for which we need to evolve a mindset 
which is immune from rancour. We need to remind ourselves that we belong to one Parivar 
where differences of views should not be allowed to be disproportionately devastating. We need 
to keep our differences within the family as is the case in most of our universities, including, 
JNU, DU, BHU, among others. We should also learn that the habit of washing dirty linens is 
always counterproductive, as history has shown. I am not sermonizing. Being one of the oldest 
members of the Parivar, whatever I have said so far is based on my experiences that I have had 
by being exposed to the functioning of many academic institutions in India and abroad since I 
began my doctoral studies at the London School of Economics in the early 1980s. 
 
I am now convinced that one of critical factors for the decline of Indian universities is excessive 
politicization and those who are associated with them either help the unwanted elements to strike 
roots in the campus or remain indifferent. The members of the Parivar need to be proactive and 
nip the danger at the bud. It is true that the consequences are disastrous as I experienced during 
my term. I was put in captivity by those miscreants in the garb of students and teachers and no 
one seemed to have bothered. We need to find a mechanism to break the log jam. We should not 
allow this idea to determine our activities; and should not feel that if the demands remain 
unfulfilled, those who raise them are defeated. We will sort this out by intensive dialogue across 
the table since our goal is identical. But, we should also remember that just like a medical 
practitioner, who charges high doses of antibiotics to make body fight the bacteria effectively, 



the university authority is to be accepted to purge the campus of miscreants, be it teachers, 
students, members of non-teaching staff or the so-called self-propagated moral custodians of 
Gurudev Tagore's legacy. Visva-Bharati should be allowed to be an institution which is usually 
described as a space translating into practice of KG TO PG where learners begin by getting 
admitted in Ananda/Mrinalini (in Santiniketan) and Santosh Pathsala (Sriniketan) end up with 
getting P(ENSION) and G(RATUITY) which means that they also get absorbed once they finish 
their formal training in Visva-Bharati. This is a bad practice which is required to be immediately 
rescinded. The process has begun in regard to  recruitment to teaching positions. By accepting 
the National Testing Agency (NTA), for recruiting non-teaching staff, we hope to break this KG 
to PG nexus. With the introduction of Common Entrance Test for students for taking students in 
various courses, the texture of Visva-Bharati's student community has undergone a sea-change 
although the system of reservation for Visva-Bharati's own students is retained. In view of the 
fact that many universities accepting common entrance test for admitting students have done 
away with this rather partisan mechanism, Visva-Bharati needs to review the decision in near 
future. The system introduced by the Government of India is meant to create Visva-Bharati as 
Visva-Bharati rather than a typical regional university. Now, with the Global Heritage tag, we 
will surely attract students, teachers from all over the world. Perhaps, with this tag, we will be 
able to do justice to the heart-felt desires of Visva-Bharati's founder, Gurudev Tagore who never 
sacrificed his belief in universal humanism and by generating and disseminating knowledge 
appreciative of this vision, he had also shown us the path. Visva-Bharati is a roadmap for the 
future; it is a blueprint of how Visva-Bharati should be in future. To follow his model may 
appear to be insurmountable although nothing is impossible because if there is a will, there is a 
way.  
 
I understand that this is a battle between uneven forces especially in West Bengal where Visva-
Bharati is located. The sources of trouble are manifold. Prominent among them is the visible 
enmity between the Union Government and the State Government primarily due to politico-
ideological differences between the political parties wielding power. Being a central university, it 
is governed by the Union Ministry of Education. This is enough for those controlling the state 
government to dub Visva-Bharati's Vice Chancellor as the stooge of the Union Government 
since, as per Visva-Bharati's Act and Statutes, the Vice Chancellor shall be appointed by the 
Ministry of Education of the Union Government. So, the state government has justifiable reason 
to believe that the Vice Chancellor will act as per Delhi's directions. This is far from true if one 
analyzes my tenure as Vice Chancellor because I cannot vouch for other incumbents. If that is 
believed to be true, we have reasons to believe that the state-controlled Universities have Vice 
Chancellors who owe their position by being unconditionally loyal to the ruling party with 
ideological preferences contrary to those of the party in power. I wonder whether one has 
adequate data to prove the contention. A Vice Chancellor is appointed to act as an academic-
cum-administrative leader. His/her primary interest is to create a space for generating and 
disseminating knowledge. It is also true that this does not always happen and many individuals 



were selected in the past who ruined the university by vitiating the milieu which help create 
suspicion and the desire for fulfilling partisan goals by hook or crook. One way out is dialogue 
with those nurturing objectives for keeping the university in its track; the other, rather 
unpleasant, option is to charge high doses of corrective medication.  
 
An allegory 
Let me end this missive with an allegory. There are many pretentious well-wishers  of Visva-
Bharati, who appear to satisfy their unattained goals by being abusive to the Vice Chancellor and 
his/her compatriots with the mission complementary to Visva-Bharati's academic excellence. In 
view of Visva-Bharati's decline in the NIRF ranking, these self-proclaimed custodians appeared 
to have awakened from their deep slumber. So, now, they indulge in activities to prove what they 
want to demonstrate to the rest of the world as their genuine feeling for this proverbial goose that 
lays golden eggs because for them Visva-Bharati is like that.  
 
Now, the story unfolds. There are five major characters: Kalluram Ghawra, Bishruto Kabra, 
Ghagu Kuprioyo, Aalibholi Kenaram and the Sardar. The location is Saiyalopur. As soon as the 
announcement that Sardar is likely to gain, the rest of the four characters join hands since they 
felt that how can it be possible for the Sardar to have the Grinding Mill. Their objections are 
based first on their jealousy because they lost their space with the arrival of the Sardar on the 
scene. And, secondly, they also apprehended since the inhabitants of Saiyalopur would often 
come to the Mill for grinding millets which would bring the Sardar in close contact with the 
people at large. This, they saw, as threatening. Hence, they now sit together to hatch a conspiracy 
to create a design to permanently damage the possibility of coming together with Sardar and the 
people. Kalluram Ghawra started the dialogue by saying that they should undertake steps to stop 
this; if necessary, he also talked about applying coercive force. He was encouraged to explore 
this possibility because in this conspiracy, the of three of his co-conspirators, Bishruto is 
notoriously famous for deploying means to liquidate whom he considers as enemies. He is also 
the local chieftain who gathers around him many operators who are mentally tuned to adopt any 
means just to please their God-father who provides them with sources for fulfilling their partisan 
interests. He is the one who can easily cement a bond among the people with contrasting 
opinions since he has money power and also muscle power. His mode of operation is well-
defined: develop a collective by distributing spoils for support and if that does not work, apply 
force. The local king is scared of him too because he is the main source of money for the royal 
coffer and also the supplier of forces capable of fulfilling the desire of the king and the king 
anointed prince. So, he is very useful for the attainment of any aim; he does it in exchange of a 
guarantee that he will remain the uncrowned king in his area and the king's law-enforcement 
agency are at his beck and call. This is a great help to him and he thus becomes the de facto ruler 
of the area under his control.  
 



They came together because the Sardar is their principal enemy and they are determined to size 
him up since he is a deterrent to the attainment of their selfish aims. Now, the control of the 
goose by the Sardar is an irritant for he solely has access to the golden eggs which, for obvious 
reasons, was a source of disappointment for all. How to regain control over the goose was now 
their main concern. For Kalluram Gahwra, the job was easy because he is in the habit of shifting 
allegiance too often if that serves his interests. He is a habitual DAL-BADLU. He thus did not 
think at all to accept Bishruto as his leader although in the past he left his group since he was no 
longer profitable to him. Ghagu Kuprioyo is too old to be left alone. So, he happily accepted 
Bishruto who will ensure gain for him although he squeezed the goose in the past to gain what he 
never thought in his life. He did everything possible for his personal gain, both cash and kind. He 
immediately join the Nexus with the same goal as his compatriots. Aalibholi cannot be left 
behind because he was pushed out of the farm where the goose was protected because he also 
wanted to establish his hegemony over the innocent goose. Once they formalized their unity, 
they informed the king who immediately sent all possible help by liberally giving both pecuniary 
help and also a strong force with maximum striking capabilities.  
 
This was going to be a battle of uneven forces, they guessed, forgetting that the Sardar had 
behind him the villagers from villages around the farm. The four being united for personal gains 
never gauged how it was possible for the Sardar to collect so many people when he had nothing 
to offer them. It caught them by surprise. The Sardar was confident because the goose was God's 
gift for the people; so it was the duty of those who joined the Sardar because they also had the 
same concern. So, despite the fact, Sardar had nothing to do, the villagers joined because, for 
them, the goose belonged to society, and hence it should not be allowed to shift hands. Bishruto 
had support of the king; so, he was confident of the support of Security Personnel when he 
needed them. He succeeded in this regard because the entire polton was deputed for him by the 
king who now became certain of his victory over Sardar who, they wrongly conceived, had no 
force to bank upon which would make their task easy. 
 
The date of the battle was fixed; both the parties prepared to the hilt, it appeared. Sardar was 
hardly bothered because he knew that truthfulness and honesty were far more stronger than being 
deceitful. Even before a first was hurled, Bishruto was put behind the bar by the Emperor; Gaghu 
Kuprioyo was hounded by the people of his mohalla as a traitor; Kalluram Ghawra started 
vilification campaign by flexing muscle in the air given the fact that he is a proven Mirzafhar or 
betrayer. And, Aalibholi, the most untrustworthy individual had no alternative but to shed 
crocodile tears. She was spared of attack by the villagers because she disappeared from the 
scene.  
 
Sardar proved again that "one cannot befool the entire community again and again". The 
providentential authority stands by those who are ready to give up everything for the communal 
cause. One get deceived by the immediate success of the wrongdoers; but, that is absolutely 



temporary because in the highest court of justice presided over by the Almighty, justice prevails. 
Bishruto and his equally misguided perpetrators were shown the door; nobody knows when he 
will be free; Kalluram appears like a fish that comes out of water for inhaling oxygen for 
survival; nobody knows the whereabouts of Aalibholi; Ghagu Kuprioyo has understood that his 
days are over and nobody's genealogy can never remain a shield for hiding his I'll motives.  
 
This is the end of the story and Sardar remains unscathed this time although, to many, the 
conspiracy appears to have taken alarming proportions. Sardar thus remains the Sardar despite 
attempts regularly made by those who are hellbent to harm him notwithstanding being defeated 
by forces that emerge from nowhere and all of a sudden. 
 
 
Prof. Bidyut Chakrabarty  
Vice Chancellor   
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এক ট পক-কািহিন 

আিম এই বাতালাপ ট শষ করব এক ট পক-কািহিন িনেয়। িব ভারতীেত এরকম অেনক ভ  
িহতাকা ী আেছ যারা তােদর অচিরতাথ াথ হািসল করেত উপাচায এবং েদশবাসীর অবমাননা কের, 
এবং পিরণােম িব ভারতীর িবদ াচচার উৎকষেকও জলা িল িদেত কসরু কের না। এন.আই.আর.এফ 
র◌্যাংিকেঙ িব ভারতীর অধঃপতেনর খবের  এইসব েঘািষত অিভভাবেকরা হঠাৎ ত া কা টেয় গা-
ঝাড়া িদেয় ওেঠ। অতএব এখন তারা নানারকম ছেল দিুনয়ার মানষুেক বাঝােত চাইেব য িব ভারতী 
নামক  সানার িডমপাড়া সই লাককথার রাজহাসঁটার জন  তােদর দরদ কতই না িনেভজাল!  

এখন গ টা খুেল বলা যাক। এই গে  পাচঁ ট মখু  চির  আেছ। তােদর নাম কা রুাম ঘাওরা, িব ত 
কাবরা, ঘা  কুি য়, আিলেভািল কনারাম এবং সদার। জায়গাটার নাম সাইয়ােলাপরু। সখােন যখনই 
শানা যত সদােরর িকছ াি  ঘটেত চেলেছ, অমিন বািক চারজন পর র হাত মলাত, কারণ তারা 

ভাবত কন ধ ুসদােরর হােতই মতার ‘ঘািনকল’-টা থাকেব! তােদর আপি র কারণ মূলত ঈষা সূত, 
কারণ দৃশ পেট  সদােরর আগমেনর পর থেকই তারা তােদর পােয়র তলার মা ট হারা ল। ি তীয়ত, 
তারা এও বঝুেত পারিছল, সাইয়ােলাপুেরর লােকরা দানাপািনর খােঁজ ঘািনকেলর কােছ এেল সদােরর 
সে  তােদর িনয়িমত যাগােযাগ গেড় উঠেব, এবং স বশ আশ ার  ব াপার হেব! এইজন  তারা মতলব 
ভাজঁেত  করল যােত সদােরর কােছ জনগেণর আসার পথটা ব  করা যায়। কা রুাম ঘাওরা কথা 

 করল এই বেল য য-কেরই হাক এটা আটকােত হেব। যিদ েয়াজন হয় স তার জন  
জবরদ মলূক পদে প করেতও িপছপা হেব না। স এরকম কথা বশ উৎসােহর সে ই বলেত পারল 
কারণ তার অন  িতন সহেযাগীর মেধ  িব ত কাবরা শ েদর িনেকশ করার মেতা খতরনাক কােজ বশ 
কুখ াত িছল। স িছল আবার এলাকার মাড়ল। ব েলাক তােদর এই ‘গডফাদার’- ক খুিশ কের াথ 



হািসল করার জন  মানিসকভােব তিরই থাকত। অথশ  আর পিশশ র দাপেট স খবু সহেজই 
িবেরাধী জনমত চাপা িদেয় িদেত পারত। তার কােজর ধরন খবু পির ার। সমথন আদােয়র জন  
একদ ল মানুেষর মেধ  এটা-ওটা ছিড়েয় দাও, তােতও কাজ না হেল পিশশ  েয়াগ কেরা। ানীয় 
রাজা পয  তােক সমেঝ চলত কারণ িব তই িছল রাজেকাষ ভের দওয়ার ধান িনভর ল, এবং রাজা 
ও অিভিষ  রাজপুে র আশ মটােনার জন  সন -সামে র ধান জাগানদার। সুতরাং স যা-খিুশ 
করেত চায় করেত পার! মুকুটহীন রাজার মেতা  এলাকার রাজেপয়াদােদর স আ াবহ দােস পিরণত 
কের ফলল। এই সুিবধা িনেয় স বকলেম এলাকার িনয় ণও কােয়ম কের িনল।   

চারমূিত একেজাট হল কারণ সদার হল তােদর মূল শ । তারা তােক িশ া িদেত দৃঢ়সংক  হল, কারণ 
তােদর াথিস র পেথর কাটঁা হল ওই সদার। এখন রাজহংসী টর  িনয় ণ গেছ সদােরর হােত; যা 
িব তর কােছ বশ মাথব থারই কারণ। এতিদন  সানার িডেমর নাগাল িছল একমা  তারই হােত। ওই 
চারজেনর কােছ এটা বশ দু া ও উে েগর কারণ হল। কী কের আবার রাজহংসী টর উপর িনয় ণ 
কােয়ম করা যায়, এইটা হল সবার িচ ার িবষয়। কা রুাম ঘাওরার কােছ অবশ  ব াপারটা সহজ, কারণ 
সুিবধা বুেঝ িশিবর বদল করায় স িছল ও াদ। স িছল একটা পা া ‘দলবদল’ু। সুতরাং িব তেক তার 
নতা বেল মেন িনেত তােক দবুার ভাবেত হল না; যিদও আেগ লাভজনক হেব না ভেব স তার িশিবর 
ছেড় চেল িগেয়িছল। ঘা  কুি য় ব  বুেড়া। একা একা স িকছই করেত পারেব না। সুতরাং িনেজর 
ােথর কথা ভেব সও সানে  িব তর দেল গল িভেড়। অবশ  আেগ স রাজহংসী ট থেক যেথ ই 

কািমেয় িনেয়েছ, যা িছল তার জীবেন ত াশারও বিশ। িনেজর ধা ার জন  স সব করেত  পারত, তা 
টাকা-পয়সার িবিনমেয়ই হাক বা অন  কানও দাি েণ । ঘা  কুি য় তৎ ণাৎ তার সহেযাগীেদর মেতা 
িদিব  ঢেক গল ওই চে । আিলেভািলেক ছেড় দওয়া যায় না। তােক বর কের দওয়া হেয়িছল 
রাজহােঁসর খামার থেক, যখােন সযে  হাসঁ টেক িতপালন করা হ ল। তােক বর কের িদেত 
হেয়িছল, কারণ স ওই বচারা রাজহাসঁ টর উপর বদম খবরদাির চালা ল। যখন তােদর জাটেঘাটঁ 
বশ পাকােপা  হেয় উেঠেছ, তখন তারা খবর পাঠাল রাজার কােছ। শানামা  রাজা মু হে  আিথক 

দােন ও সন সাম  পা ঠেয় স াব  সবরকমভােব সাহায  উজাড় কের িদল তােদর জন । 

তারা ধেরই িনেয়িছল এটা একটা অসম লড়াই হেব। িক  তার ভেল িগেয়িছল, সদােরর িপছেন আেছ 
রাজহংসী টর খামােরর চারিদেক থাকা সাধারণ মানষুজন। ব ােথ ম  ওই চারজন বঝুেতই পােরিন 
য সদার কী কের এত মানষুেক তার িদেক টেন নেব; যখােন তার কাছ থেক কানও িকছ পাওয়ার 

স াবনা নই! তারা খবু আ য হল। সদােরর মেন িক  িব াস িছল য, যেহত রাজহংসী ট সাধারণ 
মানেুষর কােছ ঈ েরর আশীবােদর তল , সুতরাং কতেব র খািতেরই তােক র া করার জন  সদার 
সাধারণ মানষুেক কােছ পােবই। সাধারণ মানষুও ওই রাজহংসী ট িনেয় একইরকম উি  িছল। তা 
ব াপারটা ঘটল কী— সদারেক িকছই করেত হল না। সাধারণ ামবাসীরাই এেস জেড়া হল সদােরর পােশ, 
কননা হাসঁটা িছল সাধারেণর স ি ; এবং তারা বেুঝিছল স ট কানওভােবই বহাত হওয়া কাম  নয়। 

িব তর মাথার উপর িছল রাজার আশীবাদী হাত। স জানত, চাইেলই স ই ামেতা িসপাই-বরক াজ 
পেয় যােব। এ-ব াপাের তােক সফলই বলেত হয়, কারণ রাজার যত প ন িছল সবই তার জন  

িনেয়া জত হল। স ধেরই িনল সন -সাম হীন সদারেক কুেপাকাত করা তা বা-ঁহােতর খলা! িক  
তােদর অনমুান িছল ভল।  

যুে র িদন ণ হল ি র। উভয়প  সশ  স ত হল। সদার িক  অিবচিলত। কারণ  স জােন 
সত বািদতা এবং সততার শ  অপশ র চেয় সবসময় শ শালী। থম অ ট ছাড়ার আেগই 



িব তেক স াট পাঠােলন কারাগাের। ঘা  কুি য়েক িব াসঘাতক বেল ছঁেক ধরল তার মহ ার 
লাকজেনরাই। কা রুাম ঘাওরা পিশ ফুিলেয় ফাকঁা আ ালন কের যা-তা বলেত থাকল, কারণ লােক 

তােক ‘মীরজাফর’ বেল ঠকই িচেন িনেয়িছল। আর আিলেভািল, সবেচেয় অিব  সই লাকটার 
কু ীরা  িবসজন করা ছাড়া আর িকছ করার িছল না। স সরাসির ামবাসীেদর হােত আ া  হওয়া 
থেক বঁেচ গল; যেহত ঘটনা ল থেক স আেগই চ ট িদেয়িছল।   

সদার আবার মাণ করল, ‘সম  জনসমাজেক বাকা বািনেয় কউ িদেনর পর িদন পার পেয় যেত 
পাের না।’ িবধাতার আশীবােদ শষ পরু ার তারাই পায় যারা সমােজর ােথ, সাধারেণর ােথ সব  ত াগ 
করেত জােন। খারাপ কাজ কেরও কউ সামিয়ক সফলতা পেত পাের, িক  তা িনতা ই সামিয়ক। 
িবধাতার িবচারশালার চূড়া  িবচাের শষপয  িত া পায় ধ ু ন ায়। িব ত এবং তার মেতা নীিত-
িবচ ত অপরাধীেদর কারাগােরর ওপাের যেত হয়। কউ জােন না কেব তারা খালাস পােব। কা রুােমর 
এখন ডাঙায় তালা মােছর দশা হেয়েছ। আিলেভািল কাথায় িগেয় গা ঢাকা িদেয়েছ কউ জােন না। ঘা  
কুি য় বুেঝ গেছ, তার িদন শষ হেয় এেসেছ। এখন স এও বঝুেত পারেছ, কৗলীেন র আড়ােল িনেজর 
উে শ  চিরতাথ করার সুিদন িচরকাল চেল না।  

গ  এখােনই শষ, এবং অেনকবার ষড়য  করার পরও সদােরর গােয় এখনও আচঁড় ট লােগিন। বারবার 
আচি েত তার অিন  করার চ া সে ও সদার সদারই থেক যায়।    

  

েফসর িবদু ৎ চ বত  

উপাচায 

িব ভারতী, শাি িনেকতন 

০১ জলুাই, ২০২৩ 

             

[Replace the earlier uploaded file, as incomplete file was inadvertently uploaded. We are 
extremely sorry for that and beg to apologize].  
                                             


